
General comments :  

 

This paper presents a model that couples the evolution of the soil moisture calcultated by 

the Penman-Monteith energy balance and the stomatal conductance for O3. Four different 

methods are evaluated to estimate the biological control of the transpiration. The four 

methods are evaluated against field data describing a variety of soil water variables, 

stomatal conductances, and transpiration data for several forest trees. This evaluation is 

tested in parallel with a sensitivity analysis focused on the accumulated phytotoxic ozone 

dose. 

The rationale and objectives of the paper are clearly laid out, the paper is well structured. I 

recommend this paper to publication… but, I have some suggestions in order to improve this 

paper:  

• In the introduction, you should introduce a small paragraph on the SVAT models in 

order to examine your model in comparison with other models. For example, SurfAtm 

(Stella et al 2011), or PLATIN (Grünhage et al 1997, 2008 ), or the model of Tuzet et 

al (2011) are models for pollutant exchanges which integrate the O3 absorption and 

the energy and soil water balance : What are the advantages and disadvantages of your 

model compared to a few other similar models ? 

 

• In the chapter “Method”, you should improve the use of the references: several 

references are not the “initial” references: 

for example, Eq 20 is attributed at Lhomme (2001) and Jones (1992) but it is 

Campbell (1974) who has introduced this equation. The same comments can be done 

for the table 3 which is the table for the “default soil parameters” of the model. The 

paper “Tuzet et al” is not focused on the determination of soil parameters and you use 

these parameters as default parameters without find the origin of these parameters. I 

recommend to check these parameters. 

(Other example : Eq 5 and value Ka = 0.5 … same type of comments !) … etc … 

 

• In the chapter “Method”, I don’t understand the time step of the model and the link 

between the daily processes and the hourly processes (see specific comments). In my 

mind, it is the most important correction you have to do.  

 

• In the chapters “Result / Discussion” : I feel that these two sections could be better 

organized : I “feel” that there is about the same information between the comments of 

the “Results” and the “Discussion”… for example, “l26 p33607 to l8-33608” and “l9 

p33609 to l16 33609” explain about the same things and mix results and discussion…I 

have had the same “feeling” between the results “sensitivity analysis” and the 

discussions). In these two parts, the text and ideas are clear but I feel that it can be 

improved. It’s not a big problem but, when I read I have found about the same clear 

information in the two parts… 

 

• In the discussion, you present some proposals as future model developments in 

relation with this study… When I read the discussion, I expected that the authors give 

priority to these new developments. It could be done. 

 

 

Specific comments : 

 



- Line 12-16 p33593: In my mind, this hypothesis is particularly false few days after a 

rain… How can you verify that this assumption is appropriate for your simulation ?. 

 

- What’s happen during the night ?(in particular for the use of the Penman-Montheith 

equation !!).  

 

- You use the equation 3, 4, 5, 6 …11 with a hourly time step  …(Line 14 p33592) but 

you daily calculate the soil recharge (Line 6 p33594 + Eq 14)… The links between the 

time steps are not clear … (The precipitations are daily known … you mix hourly 

values with daily values …?).  

 

- Line 23-26 p33598 and 1-4 p33599, you explain that Ψleaf = Ψsoil is not always 

achieved after the night. There is a lot of explanation (Bruckler et al 1991, Personne et 

al 2003, …), in particular in case of dry soil. What is the weight of this assumption in 

your approach?. 

 

- The title “european” trees … is not adapted in your case …, no ?. 

- Can you argue the approximation G = 10% Φn.  

- You can mention “run off” as other big omission in the hydrological cycle… 

 

I appreciate the details which have been presented.  

 

Technical corrections:  

 

� Table 2 and 6 are written too small for my eyes. 

� Eq (2) needs to be rewritten with good typographical sizes of letters (“max”) 

� Eq (5), you miss “=” 

� Eq(9) : Why the brackets “(“RbH2O”)”. 

� Line 3, p33602: “Et” needs to be change in good typographical size. 

� some equations are sometimes not written consistently in a typographical point of 

view. 
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